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Any communication network depends on the ability of its equip-
ment to process signals and identify signal distortions that result in
communication failures. Engineers who maintain and troubleshoot
systems are finding that analyzers can be their most valuable tool
in finding communication problems. As a result, analyzers have
recently exploded into the computer industry, giving engineers
new insight into their systems.

For over 50 years the U.S. Navy has used NTDS communications
to coordinate fleet air defense systems, antisubmarine warfare sys-
tems, and to provide a broad picture of tactical situations. Until
recently, the Navy has had no effective way to analyze its NTDS
communication channels. To alleviate this problem, manufacturers
that specialize in NTDS technology developed NTDS analyzers,
to give users new insight into their communication channels.
NTDS analyzers can quickly reveal hardware and software perfor-
mance, analyze peak traffic performance, evaluate timing, and ver-
ify information design specifications (see Figure 1).

Getting mobile and rugged
NTDS communications are used both shipboard and at land-based
test facilities, making it imperative that the analyzers are both
portable and rugged. At less than 20 pounds, NTDS analyzers can
easily be transported to any location. The
GET laptop analyzer is battery powered for
up to 6 hours, giving engineers the ability to
take it anywhere. 

To meet ruggedized needs, GET Engin-
eering offers a laptop that is encased in a
deep drawn aluminum enclosure. The lap-
top and luggable analyzers were designed
to withstand extreme temperature vari-
ances, up to 3-foot drops, and changes in
the environment to withstand the daily rig-
ors of transport and operation in demanding
field conditions. 

Software that provides the answers
Every analyzer must have a way to view and translate the com-
munications data, making software an essential part of any ana-
lyzer. NTDS analyzers by GET use in-house designed software
that allows users to monitor, record, analyze, or print any captured
data. Data is available for users to view in hex, octal, binary, and
decimal formats. The software also gives the user multiple-time
stamp views in trigger offset and delta time. Figure 2 shown on
page 53 illustrates the key to the software, a GUI interface that
allows users to quickly learn to use the program.

Portable NTDS analyzers have the ability to view data from an
NTDS input and output (I/O) channel and give users a complete
picture of any communication anomalies that occur. “The GET
software did exactly as advertised. In fact it even captured events
that the programmers from the other side of the interface thought
were fixed,” commented engineers at a recent demo at The
Integrated Combat System Test Facility (ICSTF) in San Diego,
CA. “With the data displayed on the laptop, there was no question
the software problems were still present.” The GET NTDS ana-
lyzer can quickly reveal the presence of software problems, show
the user where the problem is occurring, and provide the infor-
mation needed to ensure communications integrity.
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ANALYZERSPRODUCT GUIDE FEATURE: A N A L Y Z E R S

In the past several years analyzers have roared through the computer industry, giving engineers new 
abilities to maintain and easily troubleshoot their systems. New analyzer capabilities allow nearly all
communications and protocols to be monitored, from Fibre Channels to USB, to entire networks. This
month’s product guide is the culmination of these developments.  The analyzer product guide contains a
vast array of products on the market today including NTDS analyzers, the focus of this article. Like most
industries, the U.S. Navy is heavily reliant upon data communications, specifically communications using
the Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS) protocol. Until recently there has been no way to effectively
analyze this information. In this article Melissa explains how GET Engineering Corp. has developed new
technologies to change the way engineers can look at NTDS data.
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Multiple data channels
For some engineers, viewing one NTDS channel is sufficient, but
for those that have major systems groups it is often necessary to
view multiple data channels at the same time. GET offers solu-
tions for both sides of the spectrum, with a laptop that captures
data from one complete channel and a luggable unit that allows
engineers to concurrently monitor up to 8 NTDS channels. Unlike
most commercial analyzers, NTDS channels must be passively
monitored to avoid interrupting critical data communications. 

The future of NTDS analyzers
Much like the commercial sector, where analyzers are now a nec-
essary part of any systems infrastructure, NTDS analyzers will
become an integral tool for any engineer utilizing NTDS technolo-
gies. With NTDS on every U.S. Navy ship, analyzers will offer
engineers the ability to reliably and cost-effectively maintain and
troubleshoot their NTDS communication systems. Analyzers have
given engineers new insight into their communication networks and
now portable NTDS analyzers have given new insight into the com-
munication networks of the U.S. Navy.  A complete guide to NTDS
analyzers and analyzers currently on the market follows.
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